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Brera 

"Italian Affair"

Brera is the place to be when you're looking to tease your taste-buds with

some scintillating Italian food. Always filled with smiling faces and a lively

atmosphere, this place is perfect for a laid-back meal on a busy day.

Specialists in Italian cuisine, it features a scrumptious variety of classic

favorites as well as modern, regional delicacies. From their delectable

pizzas and pastas, to the panini and risotto, everything on the menu packs

a hefty dose of flavor that leaves a mark on your palate.

 +82 2 2236 0770  www.brera.kr/  295 Dongho-ro, Seúl
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Guilty Pleasure 

"Comfort Food"

Give your palate a break from the regular and head to Guilty Pleasure for

a shot at some scintillating American food. One of the lesser known

restaurants in the city, its rustic ambiance, mismatched furniture and lively

atmosphere makes it a hit amongst locals and tourists alike. On the menu

are a scrumptious variety of classic American favorites, from chicken

wings and friend chicken, to burgers and mac & cheese. Along with its

impressive food, the restaurant is also known for its innovative cocktails

and American spirits.

 +82 2 794 4332  sang@guiltypleasure.co.kr  2-10 Itaewon-dong, Seúl
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Migabon 

"For the Love of Porridge"

One of the finest breakfast restaurants in town, Migabon is a great place

to start your day with a hearty meal. A laid-back restaurant, packed with a

friendly atmosphere, this is one of those places where you are guaranteed

an enjoyable and satisfying experience. Best known for their signature

porridge, Migabon, infuses contemporary flavors to the traditional

breakfast meal. From its enticing porridge, to its soup and salad options,

there's no lack of flavor in the food at this restaurant.

 +82 2 752 0330  2-2 Myeongdong, Seúl
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The Original Pancake House 

"Blissful American Breakfast"

Part of a chain of American restaurants, The Original Pancake House is as

good as you would imagine it to be. Known for its signature pancakes and

old-school American breakfast options, this is the place to be for a hearty

morning meal. Walk in to kick-start your day with scrumptious America-

style breakfast and a steaming cup of coffee. Do try the signature

Coconut, Swedish bacon and Blueberry pancakes, while the Strawberry

Waffle and Corned Beef Hash are also well-worth a shot.
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 +82 2 795 7481  www.originalpancakehous

e.com/

 info@originalpancakehous

e.com

 172-2 Itaewon-dong, Seúl
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Mugyodong Bugeokukjib 

"Soup Spot"

In an alleyway full of eateries, Mugyodong Bugeokukjib has carved a

niche for itself with their dried pollack soup (Bugeoguk) since 1968. This

long-standing eatery only serves this traditional hearty broth. A non-frills

place, you can relish this local delight with various kimchi dishes and

other sides. Cheap and filling, the local queue bears testimony of its

popularity.

 +82 2 777 3891  38 Eulji-ro 1-gil, Seúl
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